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Sivan Ghasem
THE RISE OF THE ISLAMIC STATE IN IRAQ: A COUNTERFACTUAL 
STUDY OF THE FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTED TO THE SURGE

Zusammenfassung:
DER AUFSTIEG DES ISLAMISCHEN STAATES IM IRAK: EINE KONTRAFAKTISCHE STUDIE ZU 
DEN URSACHEN

Bereits bei der Entstehung des „Islamischen Staates“ (IS) im Irak stellte die Gruppierung schnell unter 
Beweis, dass sie sich von den meisten anderen militanten Gruppen unterscheidet. Sie unterwanderte die 
Souveränität Syriens und des Iraks und eroberte beinahe mühelos Großstädte wie Mossul, Al-Hawidscha, 
Falludscha und Al-Raqqa. Der vorliegende Artikel untersucht die Gründe für den raschen Aufstieg des IS. 
Mithilfe der kontrafaktischen Methode werden die einzelnen Faktoren auf ihre Notwendigkeit und Zuläng-
lichkeit (oder deren Fehlen) geprüft. Die Ergebnisse legen nahe, dass die „Entbaathifizierung“ im Irak für 
sich genommen der wichtigste Faktor für den raschen Aufstieg der Rebellengruppe war. Der IS im Irak 
war eine homogene Gruppe und entstand aus dem ehemaligen irakischen Baath-Regime heraus, nachdem 
die „Entbaathifizierung“ des Landes erfolgt war. Diese Politik des früheren Ministerpräsidenten Nouri al-
Maliki war hauptverantwortlich für die massive Entrechtung, die schlussendlich zu einem Aufschwung der 
Aufständischen führte.

CHRONOLOGY

2003:  Iraq War starts.

2004:  Abu Musab al-Zarqawi launches al-Qaeda 
in Iraq (AQI).

2006:  Under al-Zarqawi, AQI conducts numerous 
terrorist attacks in Shiites majority neighborhoods 
to ignite sectarian strife between Sunnis and Shiites. 
Under al-Zarqawi, AQI also conducts a number 
of attacks against US troops stationed in Iraq.

June 7, 2006:  A targeted airstrike kills al-Zarqawi. 
Abu Ayyub al-Masri is chosen as the new leader 
of AQI.

October 2006:  AQI leader al-Masri declares the 
creation of Islamic State of Iraq (ISI), and names 
Abu Omar al-Baghdadi as its leader.

April 2010:  Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (now deceased) 
establishes himself as the Caliph of ISI after Abu 
Omar al-Baghdadi and Abu Ayyub al-Masri are 
both killed in an anti-terror operation led by Iraqi 
and US forces.

Sivan Ghasem
is Canadian Junior Staff Officer at NATO. She works in the Standardization 
Office’s Policy and Coordination Branch where she focuses on interopera-
bility and standardization amongst NATO allies and partners. Ghasem has a 
Master’s degree in International Relations and Diplomacy from the American 
Graduate School in Paris and a Master’s degree in International Law and 
Economics from Paris Saclay University. She completed her undergraduate 
degree at McMaster University in Canada, receiving a Bachelor of Arts in 
Political Science and Peace Studies. Her areas of focus include the Middle 
East and North Africa. She has published a number of articles pertaining to 
political affairs and security policy in the region.
Contact: Sivana2202@gmail.com

This article reflects exclusively the views of the author and cannot be associated with her professional affiliation.
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April 2013:  Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi announces the 
merging of ISI and al-Nusra Front in Syria. He 
declares this new group as the “Islamic State in 
Iraq and the Levant.” Al-Nusra Front leader Abu 
Mohammed al-Jawlani rejects ISIS’s attempt to 
merge with the group. Months of infighting occur 
between al-Nusra Front and ISIS.

June 29, 2014:  Creation of a Caliphate or an Islamic 
State, declaring all borders in the region as ob-
solete. Baghdadi also declares himself as Caliph 
of the world’s 1.5 billion Muslims.

June 29, 2014:  The group changes its name to IS 
from ISIS.

2015:  Continuous coalition airstrikes launched 
against IS.

October 17, 2016:  Mosul operations to liberate the 
city commence. A diverse coalition of about 
100,000 troops participate in the operation, 
including 54,000 members of the Iraqi Security 
Forces, 40,000 Kurdish Peshmerga fighters, 
14,000 members of paramilitary units, 9,000 
Sunni fighters and 5,000 from other minorities 
including Christians, Turkmen and Yazidis and 
approximately 500 US forces.

January 2017:  Eastern Mosul is liberated.

2018–2019:  Number of operations launched against 
IS; leader Baghdadi killed.

2019–2020:  Reports indicate that IS is regrouping.1

INTRODUCTION

At its peak, the Islamic State administered control 
over approximately 30 percent of Syria and 40 per-
cent of Iraq.2 The terrorist organization demonstrated 
that it was no longer only a regional terrorist group 
but a globally-connected “revolutionary army” with 
the ability to seize and hold territory. IS successfully 
applied a series of shock tactics to captivate, terrify 
and ultimately make a name for itself as one of the 
most brutal and extreme terrorist groups in the Middle 
East. In addition to swift expansion on the ground, 
IS was successful in recruiting thousands of foreign 
fighters young and old, from all across the world. 
The group gained public attention when it seized 
Mosul in June 2014, and subsequently caused the 
Iraqi Army to abandon the city without putting up a 
fight. IS demonstrated its ability to act as an efficient 

terror group when it carved out a de facto – if not 
de jure – state, which consisted of conquered parts 
of Iraq and Syria.

This article will attribute the rise of IS to five 
main factors, each exacerbating the situation in Iraq 
since the US-led invasion in 2003: (1) the Syrian 
Civil War, (2) the United States’ withdrawal from 
Iraq, (3) prominent IS leaders Abu Musab al-Zarqawi 
and Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, (4) radicalization and 
imprisonment, and (5) former Prime Minister Maliki’s 
governance and the process of debaathification in 
Iraq. The research applies several methodologies 
and draws upon interviews with important political 
and military figures to analyze and understand each 
factor’s relevance in the development of the insurgent 
group. Consequently, it will argue that, of the five 
factors, the process of debaathification in Iraq was 
the single most important factor contributing to the 
swift rise of IS in Iraq. This result indicates that IS 
was organic to Iraq and descended from the former 
Baath regime after the policies of debaathing the 
country. It appears that the policies of debaathification, 
initiated by the United States after its invasion of Iraq 
in 2003 and expanded under former Prime Minister 
Nouri al-Maliki (2006-2014) were responsible for 
the sincere disenfranchisement, which consequently 
led to the insurgency and the rise of IS. Even though 
IS has recently suffered a significant decline, if 
the sources of the conflict are not understood and 
comprehensively addressed, there is a risk to see a 
resurgence of the group in the near future.

Fig. 1: Sivan Ghasem interviews Colonel Hiwa 
Rash of Peshmerga forces on Kirkuk frontlines 
in Iraq.
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METHOD
BIOGRAPHICAL METHOD

The biographical method emphasizes the actors in 
terms of their role in the conflict.3 By studying the 
account of individuals, we can potentially gain a 
more comprehensive understanding of their actions. 
In the context of this article, the qualitative biogra-
phical method can shed light on several important 
actors. In order to explain the internal organizatio-
nal strength of IS, the political biographies of Abu 
Musab al-Zarqawi and Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (both 
deceased) are recounted. Because researcher bias can 
occur when interpreting past events solely through 
the biographical method,4 it is complemented by 
the counterfactual and elite interviewing methods.5

COUNTERFACTUAL METHOD

The counterfactual method uses “what if questions” 
to analyze possible scenarios and explore causal rela-
tionships. Counterfactual reasoning is an element of 
investigation in many historical and political works.6 
In this section, a series of counterfactual questions 

are posed to determine the ranking and significance 
of factors that led to the rise of IS. They seek to 
prompt us to imagine and speculate what could have 
happened had one particular event not taken place. 
The counterfactual method infers causation. Plausi-
bility entails that the situation must be believable and 
possible in real life. Proximity is another important 
element in examining IS in order to find casual rela-
tionships from the creation of al-Qaeda. It would not 
be useful to go all way back to the Ottoman Empire 
to find links with Sunni Islam. The theory behind a 
counterfactual explanation must be valid and fit the 
existing state of knowledge. Good counterfactuals 
require facts and a close study and understanding 
of historical events.7 Likewise, there can be some 
biases associated with the counterfactual method. 
Because it is a causal mechanism of analysis and as 
a great deal of it relies on “what if questions”, it is 
necessary to be cognizant that, while a good coun-
terfactual must fit an existing state of knowledge, 
there remains an element of speculation. Causation 
is sometimes a contested concept in fields of inquiry, 
but it is nevertheless a useful tool of investigation.8

Fig. 2: Interview with Iraqi MP Jamal Shakur (to the left) and former Kirkuk Governor Dr. Naj-
middin Karim.
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INTERVIEWS

In this study, the author draws from a number of 
interviews conducted with specialists in the field of 
research, government officials, and military com-
manders. The individuals interviewed were chosen in 
relation to their knowledge of the conflict. Moreover, 
the method of elite interviewing was used as it targets 
individuals directly involved in the political process. 
Additionally, this method allows a researcher to gain 
rich insight as the interviewee provides information 
without the structure and predetermined biases of the 
interviewer. Likewise, some bias can be associated 
with this method as it relies on the human experience 
and perspective. Elite interviewing can yield a wealth 
of information; however, if the analyst’s research 
design is poorly constructed, information gathered 
can produce inaccurate findings. The author went to 
great lengths to avoid the latter pitfall.9

SYRIAN CIVIL WAR

What if there had been no Syrian Civil War, would 
IS have risen? (Yes)

Hundreds of thousands of Syrians have lost their 
lives in the Syrian Civil War, which began over 
nine years ago in anti-government protests. The 
first demonstrations occurred in March 2011 in the 
southern city of Deraa. The response from security 
forces was rapid and bloody. Opposition supporters 
eventually began taking up arms in response to the 
military. Subsequently, the violence escalated to a 
point where the country fell into full-fledged civil 
war. Rebel groups captured cities and attempted to 
fight off government forces.10 The conflict descended 

into a complex battle, with multiple actors seeking to 
achieve their strategic goals. The sectarian overtones 
that are present are much more complicated than 
simply ascribing the conflict as one between Bas-
har al-Assad and his opponents. In fact, the current 
conflict has acquired several layers:

Evidence suggests that the Syrian Civil War acted 
as a catalyst for the extremist group to mutate into 
the militants responsible for the surge of IS. Capi-
talizing on Sunni resentments against the Alawite 
regime of Bashar al-Assad, IS grew exponentially 
and in a very short period of time it conquered large 
pieces of territory in both Syria and Iraq.11 The pre-
carious situation in Syria provided the militants an 
uncontrolled training ground to refine their tactics 
and devastate both countries at the same time. Dr. 
Najmiddin Karim, the former governor of Kirkuk, 
Iraq, stated that turmoil in Syria inevitably spilled 
over into Iraq.12 Dr. Yusef Mohammed Sadiq, the 
current Chair for the Goran Political Party Caucus 
in the Kurdistan Parliament, agreed that the preca-
rious political environment in both Syria and Iraq 
significantly contributed to the rise of IS. The dire 
situation in both Iraq and Syria helped IS’ cause and 
allowed people to fall into their trap. The extreme 
disenfranchisement in the country made it simple 
for the militants to take advantage of the political 
landscape, which was ultimately falling apart.13 Like-
wise, Kurdistan Regional Government’s Minister for 
Federal Affairs, Khalid Shwani, maintained that it was 
evident from an early stage that the turmoil in Syria 
would negatively affect Iraq.14 Although al-Qaeda in 
Iraq (AQI) had been almost defeated in Iraq by the 
end of 2009, the militants established underground 
networks and enjoyed unfettered transit to safe 
havens in Syria and used lawless and ungoverned 
areas to expand their ranks.15 The violence that was 
literally touching Iraq gave Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, 
the Iraqi-born leader of the Islamic State in Iraq 
(ISI), an opportunity to expand and open a second 
front. In a series of violent campaigns IS managed to 
take areas from al-Nusra including key oil city Deir 
Ezzor. Syria was invariably a key entrance point for 
AQI militants entering Iraq during the US presence 
in Iraq. In fact, the Assad regime ignored the passage 
of insurgents into Iraq between 2003 and 2008 in an 
effort to obstruct US operations.16 However, this de-
cision turned against the Assad regime as insurgents 
soon flooded the country in various forms to topple 
the government. One of the major features of IS was 

Fig. 3: Kurdish Mountains in Slemani, Iraq. 
An old Kurdish proverb goes: No friends but 
the mountains.
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its ability to violate the sovereignty of two countries 
simultaneously, thus supporting its propaganda efforts 
and image as a Caliphate. The speed and efficiency 
with which the group gained control over territory 
impressed onlookers and seriously contributed to 
their message as they set up two de facto capitals, 
Mosul and Raqqah, both of which were well con-
nected by a series of supply routes. Moreover, as IS 
was organic to Iraq and was once known as AQI and 
then ISI, capturing Raqqah and surrounding areas in 
Syria allowed them to fully morph into “The Islamic 
State in Iraq and Syria.”

If the civil war had not broken out in Syria, As-
sad, and his regime forces would have been able to 
challenge any militants posing a risk to his authority. 
Assad has been repeatedly accused of crimes against 
humanity, having barrel bombed, chemically gassed, 
and detained opponents at unprecedented levels.17 
If anarchy, which was a result of the civil war, had 
not been a factor, Assad would have been able to 
diminish the role the militants played in the conflict 
and prevented the capture of Raqqah and oil rich 
Deir Ezzor. Despite these qualifications, IS would 
have still grown in Iraq due to several other reasons. 
Iraq’s former National Security Advisor Mowaffak 
al-Rubaie stated that he had repeatedly warned Syrian 
President Bashar al-Assad against exporting terror 
and backing extremist militants – some of which 
would later become leaders and Emirs in the Islamic 
State. According to the official, the alleged support 
and training for the militants took place in Syria and 
was carried out by regime forces who wanted to keep 
the American troops distracted. In 2009, former Iraqi 
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki even went so far as 
to accuse the Syrian government of harboring and 
supporting militants. Likewise, Mowaffak al-Rubaie 
had warned al-Assad against aiding militants. Rubaie 
stated: “I went and met President Bashar al-Assad 
twice, and presented him with material evidence, 
documents, satellite pictures, confessions, all sort 
of evidence that his security forces were involved 
in transporting jihadists from Syria to Iraq. There 
were training camps with names and locations. He 
(Assad) was in total denial of that. I remember telling 
him that this will – in no time – backfire on Syria.”18 
The Syrian Civil War and Assad’s indifference to the 
problem allowed IS to establish strongholds in Syria 
and provided a pretext for the militants to expand the 
effort. However, the conflict did not single-handedly 
allow the group to morph into the terrorist organi-

zation. IS took advantage of the anarchy in Syria 
and used the region as a training ground for their 
militants. The Syrian Civil War helped IS, but was 
not the reason the militants grew at the exponential 
rate that they did. Therefore, this counterfactual 
suggests that the Syrian Civil War was a necessary 
factor of the rapid and broad territorial growth of IS, 
but it was not the only factor, nor is it a sufficient 
element on its own.

POWER VACUUM

What if the US had not withdrawn their ground troops 
in 2011, would IS have risen? (Yes)

In June 2014, IS militants swiftly took over Mosul 
without much resistance from Iraqi security forces. 
Insurgents seized the city while government security 
forces dropped their arms and fled. The rapid assault 
took much of the world by surprise as the second 
largest city in Iraq fell into the hands of Islamist 
fighters.19 The fall of Mosul was considered a major 
setback as its strategic position linked Iraq to Turkey 
and Syria, thereby causing security concerns across 
the greater region. A significant factor attributed to 
the rise of IS was the power vacuum that was left 
when former US President Barack Obama withdrew 
US troops from the territory in 2011.20

The premature withdrawal of the US was an 
important factor in the rise and strength of IS. Rick 
Brennan, a Senior Political Scientist at the RAND 
Corporation, stated that all evidence supported one 
clear conclusion: “If US forces completely withdrew 
by the end of 2011, it would be very difficult for the 
Iraqis to maintain the fragile gains made since 2007.” 
The Iraqi security forces were “beset by weak intel-
ligence collection, analysis, and sharing; an inability 
to sustain combat operations; poor maintenance of 
equipment and weapons; the lack of a well-developed 
training program, or even a culture of training; poor 
command and control of its forces; a lack of sufficient 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance assets; 
and a very limited ability to conduct counterterrorism 
operations without direct support from US Special 
Forces […] the Iraqi air force was even worse off.”21 
Despite years of training and support, the Iraqi Army 
still suffered from major shortcomings. Consequently, 
IS had little problems defeating regular Iraqi units. 
According to several reports, including some pub-
lished by the former Obama administration officials, 
US military planners believed that approximately 
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24,000 US troops would need to stay in Iraq to avoid 
any major crisis in the region. In early June of 2011, 
Obama spoke with Maliki for the first time in over a 
year and expressed his desire to keep relations with 
Iraq but did not address the exact number of troops 
that would remain deployed. Simultaneously, Maliki 
was discussing with other leaders the idea of keeping 
between 8,000 and 20,000 troops in the country. In 
August, Obama announced that he was ready to start 
negotiations to keep 5,000 troops in Iraq, but made 
it clear that the proposal would require the Iraqi 
Parliament to place a formal request and to agree 
to grant legal immunity to all US troops deployed 
to Iraq beyond 2011. Maliki stated that there was a 
good chance he could persuade Iraqi leaders to keep 
a residual force, but Parliament would not accept 
granting immunity. Instead, Maliki recommended 
signing an executive memorandum granting immunity 
without the need of Parliament’s consent, which the 
White House rejected.22

It would have been difficult for IS to rise and deve-
lop into the insurgent group we know today had US 
troops not withdrawn. In 2008, the militants were 
seriously depleted and over 2,400 had been killed 

with an additional 8,000 being imprisoned. By 
June 2010, AQI was significantly weakened and it 
appeared that the country was potentially heading in 
the right direction. However, the environment began 
to change dramatically when US forces announced 
their withdrawal in 2011, leaving behind a serious 
power vacuum.23 Baghdadi began to see the revival 
of his mission, launching two successful military 
campaigns between 2012 and 2013. Despite clear 
correlation as to where IS took control and where 
US forces had been previously stationed prior to the 
withdrawal, it would be a single-factor fallacy to 
attribute the sole causes of IS’ success to US with-
drawal. Dr. Yusef Mohammed Sadiq stated, that the 
US was aware of IS’ growth but underestimated their 
strength, which may have accounted for their with-
drawal plans. Similar to how the US knew al-Qaeda 
wanted to attack but could not anticipate the attacks 
on September 11, 2001 and were taken by surprise, 
“this is comparable to IS’ capture of Mosul and the 

surrounding areas.”24 Khalid Shwani maintained 
that with or without the US withdrawing, IS would 
have grown due to the poor political climate in Iraq, 
however, their territorial ambitions would have been 

Fig. 4: Peshmerga forces on guard, Kirkuk frontlines, Iraq.
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limited or non-existent.25 Consequently, the group 
may have stayed as an insurgent group instead of 
forming into a consolidated army with land seizing 
abilities. Regardless, IS would have risen but the 
trajectory of the group may have been different had 
the US not withdrawn their forces.

Furthermore, a similar case study for the argu-
ment of power vacuum can be applied for al-Qaeda 
in Afghanistan. Daniel Davis, a retired US Army 
officer, argues that coalition troops would not have 
prevented the rise of IS in Iraq similar to the presence 
of troops being unable to forestall the resurgence of 
al-Qaeda in Afghanistan. Tellingly, in October 2015 
approximately 13,000 US and NATO troops were 
stationed in Afghanistan. Still, these military forces 
were not able to prevent these groups from exercis-
ing control over large parts of the country. When 
examining the case of Afghanistan, it is sufficient 
to state that a pure military response is not the only 
adequate way to prevent extremism. Additionally, a 
purely military response can also inspire insurgency 
with populations frustrated with so-called occupying 
forces. Davis argues that the prominence of IS, the 
Taliban, and al-Qaeda are due to the fractured and 
corrupt nature of the governments in the respective 
countries and continuously calling for more “boots on 
the ground” is not, in fact, the solution.26 Today, there 
are over 17,000 NATO troops stationed in Afghanistan 
in the form of Resolute Support Mission and daily 
suicide bombings continue to destabilize the country. 
Although a pure military response does not facilitate 
or encourage a healthy democracy with a functioning 
middle class, it certainly can quell insurgent groups 
establishing de facto control. Furthermore, although 
IS’ abilities may have been reduced had a residual 
force stayed in Iraq and a subsequent power vacu-
um was not created upon their withdrawal, it is not 
enough to argue that US withdrawal was the sole 
reason the group was able to rise.

ABU MUSAB AL-ZARQAWI AND ABU BAKR 
AL-BAGHDADI

What if Zarqawi had not brought AQI to Iraq, would 
IS have risen? (Yes)

The role of Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, the founder 
of IS, will be explored in this section to determine 
whether IS would have succeeded without him. Many 
studies today focus broadly on IS as a militant group. 
However, it is essential to examine the role Zarqawi 

played in the rise of IS and the effect this individual 
had on the group. It is no stretch to say that Zarqawi 
changed the dynamics of Iraq, using the US invasion 
of Iraq to draw the country into civil war. The IS 
group we know today emerged from the workings 
of Zarqawi. He capitalized on the US war in Iraq 
and targeted US troops, their international allies, 
and local supporters.27 Zarqawi pushed Iraq into a 
sectarian civil war by attacking Shiites and their holy 
sites to incite violent reactions. The already fragile 
environment in Iraq was setting up the arena for 
militants. However, Zarqawi brought an especially 
violent approach to his understanding of terrorism. 
Suicide bombings became the signature of Zarqawi 
and his use of the internet to support the cause was 
an element previously relatively unexplored by al-
Qaeda.28 Zarqawi’s brutal tactics ignited violence in 
Iraq at unprecedented levels.29

In order to explain the internal organizational 
strength of IS, the political biographies of Abu Musab 
al-Zarqawi and Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi are useful. 
Zarqawi was born in Zarqa, Jordan in 1966 to a poor 
family and dropped out of school in the ninth grade. 
Zarqawi was known as a common thug, arrested 
for shoplifting, assault and dealing drugs. In 1989, 
Zarqawi joined the militant movement against the 
occupation of the Soviet Union in Afghanistan and 
eventually became trained and engaged in some of 
the most brutal post-Soviet battles in Afghanistan. 
Over time, Zarqawi met other militants and forged 
important relationships, which proved instrumental to 
his cause later on. One relationship proved to be es-
pecially beneficial: that with Sheikh Abu Muhammad 
al-Maqdisi, one of the founders of jihadi Salafism, 
an extremely strict description of Islam where any 
doctrine except Sharia is strictly excluded. Maqdisi 
became Zarqawi’s mentor and the two returned to 
Jordan in 1993. They were involved and oversaw 
a series of failed terrorist attacks and were finally 
arrested and sent to prison. In prison, Zarqawi began 
recruiting for his campaign.30 In 1999, Zarqawi was 
released from prison and escaped to Pakistan. It was 
then later in Afghanistan where he met Osama Bin 
Laden.

Over the next several years, Zarqawi was active 
under the financial support of Bin Laden and eventu-
ally fought alongside al-Qaeda when the US entered 
Afghanistan in 2001. According to some accounts, 
Bin Laden was hardly interested in Zarqawi and 
found him arrogant, however permitted him to set 
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up a training camp. Injured in war, Zarqawi fled to 
the north of Iraq where he joined efforts with Ansar 
al-Islam. By 2001, Zarqawi had trained and mobi-
lized roughly 3,000 militants to move towards Syria, 
Lebanon, and Iraq, with an operational focus in Iraq. 
Zarqawi’s militants formed several distinct groups 
but eventually the US State Department labeled all 
of them as Jama’at al-Tawid wa’al Jihad (JTJ). JTJ 
became the principal force fighting the American 
presence in Iraq. Despite apparent tensions between 
Bin Laden and Zarqawi over strategy and tactics, 
Zarqawi declared his allegiance to Bin Laden and 
announced the creation of al-Qaeda in Iraq. AQI 
became a bloody force in Iraq, relentlessly attacking 
Shiite populations. Zarqawi’s brutal behavior called 
upon Bin Laden’s deputy Ayman Mohammed Rabie 
al-Zawahiri to advise Zarqawi to focus less on atta-
cking Muslim populations. Zarqawi’s bombing of Al 
Askari mosque in Samarra has been identified as the 
precipitating factor leading to full-fledged violence 
in the country.31 In the following years, AQI wreaked 
havoc and sectarian violence became an everyday 
norm. In June 2006, an American airstrike killed 
Zarqawi, and Ayman al-Zawahiri issued a statement 
and the militant became a “martyr.”

Local resistance began forming against the mi-
litants in Anbar province where a large number of 
the Sunni population sided with the Americans and 
began clearing the cities of insurgents. By 2008, the 
militants were seriously depleted and struggled against 
coalition and local forces. However, the environment 
began to change when US forces announced their 
withdrawal in 2011. At the same time, Abu Bakr 
al-Baghdadi assumed control and without coalition 
forces in place to maintain relative levels of security 
a power vacuum engulfed the country. By February 
2014, al-Qaeda officially stated that it no longer had 
any ties with ISI and on June 29, 2014, Abu-Bakr 
al-Baghdadi declared IS as the new Caliphate and 
ordered all Muslims to pledge their allegiance.32

Abu-Bakr al-Baghdadi’s identity is ambiguous. 
According to some sources, Baghdadi was born in 
1971 to a Sunni family in Samarra, just north of 
Baghdad.33 However, there are multiple accounts 
of his origins. In July 2013, users on jihadist dis-
cussion forums distributed what turned out to be a 
more accurate biography of al-Baghdadi (Aka Abu 
Du’a, Ibrahim bin Awwad bin Ibrahim al-Badri al-
Radhwi al-Husseini al-Samarrai). The biography 
was translated by SITE Intelligence, a security group 

researching and analyzing terrorist networks and 
propaganda. The biography provides some insight 
of the origins of the leader.

According to the biography, Baghdadi finished 
his studies and received a Ph.D. at the Islamic Uni-
versity in Baghdad. He gained significant military 
experience by fighting on the ground for eight years.  
He joined the Mujahedeen Shura Council and the 
Islamic State of Iraq and worked as a member in the 
Shura Council, until the official declaration of the 
“Islamic State.”34 According to a Pentagon official, 
Baghdadi was jailed in Camp Bucca and was a re-
ported criminal and radical. Moreover, it was under 
Baghdadi’s leadership that AQI became IS and which 
ultimately carved out pieces of Syria and Iraq which 
it claimed as its Caliphate.

If Zarqawi had not founded AQI and led the in-
surgency movement, it is reasonable to believe that 
another militant would have stepped up and founded 
a movement in Iraq; as others succeeding him have 
done. Insurgency was not unique to Zarqawi, but 
organic to Iraq. Thousands of militants were trained 
and hardened in Afghanistan and perhaps more than 
willing to bring terrorism to Iraq and accomplish 
goals of driving out the Americans. With rising hostile 
sentiments towards the Americans and the increasing 
divide between the Sunnis and Shiites, arguably 
any militant could have stepped up and called out a 
movement. Dr. Yusef Sadiq stated: “The situation in 
Iraq was brewing an insurgency, and the landscape 
made it extremely simple for a militant takeover.” 
He added that locals were extremely demoralized 
and disenfranchised, “which made it easier for them 
to fall for the trap of supporting insurgency.” Addi-
tionally, Sadiq highlighted the problems regarding 
education in Iraq. He stated that the low levels of 
education amongst the population in the country 
have made it very easy for terrorism to thrive.35 A 
lack of proper and stable governance, legitimate 
institutions, and a breakdown of civil society is what 
gave birth to insurgency in Iraq. Similarly, the role 
of Abu-Bakr al-Baghdadi is also secondary when 
compared to the precarious environment in Iraq. 
Baghdadi played a unique role in consolidating the 
terrorist group and declaring the Caliphate, but as 
history repeatedly demonstrates: all these militant 
chiefs are replaceable.
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PRISION AND RADICALIZATION

What if IS leaders had not been detained in Camp 
Bucca, would IS have risen? (Yes)

An imperative factor in terms of IS strength was 
that many former Baathist were detained at Camp 
Bucca, an American detention facility. The environ-
ment in Camp Bucca was instrumental in facilitated 
radicalization. Camp Bucca, located in Umm Qasr 
near the Kuwait-Iraq border, is commonly referred 
to as the US prison that became the birthplace of IS. 
Nine members of the Islamic State’s top command 
served prison time at the detention center. Apart from 
Baghdadi himself (now deceased), who spent five 
years there, the number two of the group, Abu Muslim 
al-Turkmani, as well as senior military leader Haji 
Bakr (now deceased), and leader of foreign fighters 
Abu Qasim all served sentences at the camp.36 Tab-
le 1 lists the ten major IS leaders detained in Camp 
Buccu (now all deceased) – identifying their role in 
the Baath military and subsequently IS.

Abu Ahmed, an Iraqi IS senior official, met Bagh-
dadi in Camp Bucca. He stated that, “we could never 
have all got together like this in Baghdad, or anywhere 
else […] It would have been impossibly dangerous. 
Here, we were not only safe, but we were only a few 
hundred metres away from the entire leadership.” He 
told The Guardian that the militants spent hours on 
end planning and organizing their capabilities. “We 
had so much time to sit and plan,” he continued. “It 
was the perfect environment. We all agreed to get 

together when we got out. The way to reconnect was 
easy.” According to Hisham al-Hashimi, a Baghdad-
based analyst, it is estimated that about 17 of the 
25 most notorious IS chiefs were imprisoned in US 
facilities between 2004 and 2011.37 The findings 
indicate that prison played a role in facilitating the 
banding and cohesion of these top IS leaders. Prison 
played an important role in forging relationships 
between the militants. Nevertheless, the insurgency 
would have evolved even if these individuals had 
not been detained together in one particular location. 
While Camp Bucca facilitated greatly communication 
and planning among the prisoners, other forms of 
coordination would have been available for a more 
decentralized extremist group to develop. In fact, IS’ 
true center of gravity was the military expertise that 
was carried over from past Baath regime military 
officers, whereas the radicalization that occurred in 
prison was of secondary nature.

DEBAATHIFICATION IN IRAQ

What if there had been no debaathification in Iraq, 
would IS have risen? (No)

Former Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki’s 
mismanagement and misrule of Iraq constitutes the 
single most important factor explaining how IS was 
able to easily take advantage of the fragile state. 
Maliki embarked on a process of debaathification in 
Iraq, which left ex-military officers unemployed, yet 
still armed, and ready to join militant groups. This 

Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi Leader of IS

Abu Muslim al-Turkmani
Served as Special Forces and Military Intelligence under Saddam 
Hussein and as IS Governor in Deir Azzour in Syria.

Abu Ali al-Anbari
Former Baath Major General. Served as Baghdadi’s Deputy for IS in 
Syria.

Abu- Qasim Former Baath Military Officer. Served as Senior Officer in IS.

Abdullah al-Mishhaddani
Former Baath Officer. Served as Leader of Foreign Fighters and Sui-
cide Bombers in IS.

Waleed Jassem al-Alwani
Former Baath Officer. Served as Senior Commander and member of 
IS Military Council.

Samir Abd-Muhammed, also known 
as Haji Bakr

Former Colonel in Iraqi Army. Served as Senior Leader of IS leading 
Military Council and Operations in Syria.

Adnan Latif Hamid al-Sweidawi Former Baath Military Officer. Served as IS Governor of Anbar.
Adnan Ismail Najem al-Bilawim Former Baath Captain. Served as a Military Chief of IS.

Nuri Khalaf Hussain
Former Head of Military Programming of Baath Regime in Kirkuk. 
Served as an Officer in IS, facilitated attacks in Kirkuk.

Tab. 1: Former Baath officials who became IS leaders.
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insurgency was a direct descendant of the ex-Baath 
regime functioning under a new name, the Islamic 
State. Debaathification was initiated by US diplomat 
Paul Bremer and pursued by Maliki in a sectarian 
fashion. Following the invasion of Iraq in 2003, the 
White House appointed Bremer to head the Coalition 
Provisional Authority (CPA). Bremer was keen on 
bringing about change in Iraq and had a strict vision 
of how Iraqi society had to be remodeled. Conse-
quently, the CPA issued Order 1, “De-Ba’athification 
of Iraqi Society.” Bremer barred any government 
employment with previous Baath membership. This 
resulted in the firing of over 500,000 civil servants, 
including police officers, engineers, bureaucrats, and 
military personnel.38 These decisions were further 
implemented by former Iraqi Prime Minister Maliki 
with disastrous consequences for Iraq.

After Maliki outlawed Baathism, many for-
mer Baathist supporters found themselves either 
unemployed or prosecuted. Immediately after the 
US withdrawal from Iraq, Maliki implemented a 
personal agenda that further deepened the fractures 
within Iraqi society. Maliki swiftly ordered an ar-
rest warrant for Iraq’s Sunni Vice President, Tariq 
al-Hashimi, accusing him of supporting terrorism. 
Soon after, Hashimi’s Sunni-dominated political 
bloc boycotted the national government and explo-
sions and suicide killings rocked Baghdad. With the 
eager support of Iran, Maliki’s government began 
to systematically target Sunni elites on charges of 
terrorism or connection with the outlawed Baath 
Party. Sectarian violence soon erupted, and by May 
2013, violence had reached unprecedented levels. 
By mid-2013, the country’s precarious state was 
paving the way for extremism. By the summer of 
2014, Maliki’s misrule had weakened the country’s 
security forces and severely isolated Iraq’s Sunnis. 
Brennen argues that this fragility allowed the Sunni 
jihadist group, the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham 
(ISIS), to cross the border from its strongholds in 
divided Syria and begin its takeover in Iraq. Maliki 
seriously failed to take any serious actions leading 
toward genuine Shiite-Sunni reconciliation. On the 
contrary, he used this success to solidify his power 
in Baghdad while taking advantage of American 
support. Maliki ignored eventual American pleas to 
govern in a less divisive manner and find ways to 
bring the Sunni minority into the political process. 
Maliki had also failed to reconcile the Arab-Kurdish 
divide and instead sought to weaken the Kurdistan 

Regional Government and its security forces, leading 
to a further divide amongst Iraqi society.39

IS developed as central force to undermine Maliki’s 
government. It soon became clear that former Baa-
thists were providing critical support to IS’ operations 
in Iraq.40 A significant part of Baath Party support 
appeared to stem from members of the Men of the 
Army of the Naqshbandia Order (JRTN), which for-
med in December 2006, following Saddam Hussein’s 
death. Former Hussein regime official and leader of 
the JRTN, Izzat Ibrahim al-Douri, was known to be 
a key commander of IS forces.41 Furthermore, it is 
evident that IS’ success in capturing Iraqi cities was 
largely dependent on the military expertise and local 
connections with the Baathists. Without help from 
members of JRTN, many experts believe that IS would 
not have been nearly as successful in conducting their 
operations.42 The capture of Mosul is largely attributed 
to the JRTN. Composed of former Baathist officials 
and retired military generals, JRTN was led by the 
former Vice President of Hussein’s revolutionary 
council, Izzat Ibrahim al-Douri, who was once one 
of the most-wanted man in Iraq.43 Despite the flood 
of foreign fighters from different countries across 
the world, the majority of fighters and almost all the 
leaders were former Iraqi officers who had been left 
unemployed by the debaathification process. Under 

Fig. 5: Graves of thousands of Kurds killed 
during the Halabja Massacre of 16 March 1988 
committed by the Baath regime.
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Abu-Bakr al-Baghdadi, the former Baath officers 
found themselves in positions of relevance again. 
They were pivotal to the IS movement.44

Dr. Najmiddin Karim agreed that the main contri-
buting factor was the mismanagement of Iraq. More 
specifically, the Iraqi Army suffered from a great 
degree of corruption and had many ghost fighters 
meaning that on paper there were individuals being 
paid to serve but in fact, these men were just collecting 
their salaries and staying at home. When IS began 
their operations of a takeover, many troops were 
simply not present to stop its advance. Additionally, 
the marginalization of the Sunni population was a 
definite precursor for the extremism, local efforts as 
a subsequent response of Maliki’s policies ensured a 
smooth and easy takeover, for example in Fallujah. 
Karim stated that the support provided by the locals 
in Fallujah was the reason why IS effortlessly cap-
tured the city. Karim added that Maliki purged and 
executed arrest warrants for officers, commanders 
and finally most of these Sunnis found refuge joining 
the ranks of IS.45

Additionally, Dr. Yusef Mohammed Sadiq stated 
that the precarious political environment in both Syria 
and Iraq seriously contributed to the rise of IS and 
militancy in general. The military commander of a 
Kirkuk Brigade, Colonel Hiwa Rash also confirmed 
that local efforts were responsible for the rise of IS.46 
Nouri al-Maliki, Prime minister of Iraq between 2006 
and 2014, was a seriously bitter opposition member. 
Maliki had spent twenty years as a political exile in 
Syria and Iran for his associations with the Shiites. 
Ryan Crocker, US Ambassador to Iraq from 2007 to 
2009, signaled to the Obama administration of Maliki’s 
personal agenda and sectarian tendencies. Lieutenant 
General Jay Garner of the US Army warned that “a 
large number of well-trained educated men who were 
now unemployed were now potential recruits for 
militant groups.”47 It is clear that the Iraqis, the US, 
and the international community failed to recognize 
the role the disbanded armed and unemployed Baath 
members would play in the rise of IS. According 
to Colonel Hiwa Rash, although exact estimations 
are difficult, an approximate “80 percent of IS was 
composed of former Baath members at its peak.” 
The rest would be composed of foreign fighters from 
countries such as Tunisia, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, 
Jordan, Turkey, and European countries.48

Iraq’s history has been marred with hostilities 
amongst its diverse population – the Shiites, Sunnis 

and the Kurds. The Baath Party, which literally means 
“rebirth” was established in Syria in 1947. The Baath 
Party solidified their control in 1968 and became a 
highly-militarized party under Saddam Hussein. The 
party functioned semi-secretly and became known 
as the reign of terror for most Kurds and Shiites 
in Iraq. Although technically anyone could join 
the Baath Party, it was mostly composed of Sunni 
Arabs.49 About two million out of a population of 24 
million were Baath members. After the campaigns of 
debaathification in Iraq, there was a large resource 
pool for extremist groups. According to Abu Hamaz, 
an ex-Syrian rebel who joined IS, the top ranks 
are filled by ex-Iraqi military (or Baath) members. 
Hamaz stated that all the military planning, tactics, 
and decisions were taken by Iraqi officers while the 
foreign fighters are put on the frontline.50 The Baathist 
and IS militants had a “marriage of convenience,” 
that is the Baath used the “manpower of IS militants 
ready to fight and the IS militants attained legitimacy 
from the Baathists.”51

According to Jalal Jawher, head of the Political 
Relations Chamber of the Kurdish Goran Political 
Party, the Shiites suffered a great deal under Saddam. 
When they finally arrived in positions of power during 
Maliki’s government, they felt debaathing the nation 
was not only necessary but the only way to move for-
ward. Jawhar added that it is worth noting that Iraq was 
Sunni-dominated from 1921 to 2011.52 Hikmat Karim, 
the Executive Secretary of the Political Bureau of the 
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan political party (PUK) 
stated that a variety of factors led to the rise of IS but 
local efforts were paramount. Karim maintained that 
the central question to pose is, “why democracy was 
corrupt in Iraq?” and “how is it that this region is not able 
to move forward?”53 Similarly, Dr. Yusef Mohammed 
Sadiq stated that a multitude of factors led to the rise 
of IS, however, the problem was organic to Iraq due 
to instability.54 Moreover, it is vital to understand the 
reprisal the Sunni tribes felt under the Maliki regime, 
which contributes to the understanding of how and why 
this militant group grew so strong.

IS was organic to Iraq as most of its militants were 
once wearing the Iraqi uniform. The breakdown of 
state institutions, unstable democracy, and a highly 
antagonized minority population were only some of 
the consequences of their policies. If debaathifica-
tion had not occurred in Iraq, IS would have been 
a conventional terror group and not an entity that 
resembled a state with an army. As demonstrated, 
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However, proper methods could have been executed, 
such as courts and trails to prosecute the crimes com-
mitted. In Iraq, a proper course of action to pursue 
justice was not followed. Instead, Maliki pursued a 
personal agenda, which weakened the institutions 
and security forces. As a result, they possessed no 
real interest in defending the country against the 
Islamic State because for them the alternative was 
seen as a possible agent of change or anti-Maliki 
in the very least. Furthermore, had the policies of 
debaathification not occurred, security forces could 
have repelled the outnumbered IS militants. In one 
battle, Iraqi officials told The Guardian that roughly 
30,000 soldiers simply abandoned their posts in the 
face of 800 IS militants. Most of the weapons seized 
by IS were taken from the fourth largest military base 
in the country at al-Qayara base in Mosul, after the 
Iraqi Army fled the city en masse.55

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the rise of the Islamic State in Iraq has 
many factors and dimensions but can be primarily 
attributed to the policies of debaathification executed 
under the lead of Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) 
Paul Bremer in 2003 and from 2006 onwards under 
the orders of former Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-

IS’ advantage was the guided advice and command 
of former military officers and commanders. Without 
this factor, seizing cities such as Hawija and Mosul 
would have been far more difficult, if not impossible. 
Additionally, locals would not have been enticed to 
join the insurgency because fulfillment would have 
been found in other avenues of life. The high rates 
of unemployment would not have occurred had 
hundreds of thousands of Baath members not been 
dismissed. Finally, IS would not have gained military 
expertise had these former military personnel not 
joined their ranks. If the policies of debaathification 
had not been executed in Iraq, IS would not have 
achieved success in combat to the degree that they 
did. The militant group would have remained as 
the remnants of AQI and would have stayed as an 
insurgent group. Concentrated efforts would have 
been made to drive the group out as it was done in 
2008. Debaathification gave the militants tactical 
and military superiority over other militant groups 
and this is what made them unique.

That being said, had a true and genuine attempt 
at a Shiite-Sunni reconciliation been made, IS would 
have likely not had the capabilities it demonstrated 
in the summer of 2014. Moreover, the crimes against 
the Kurds and Shiites must not be underestimated, as 
the Baath terrorized its own population for decades. 

Fig. 6: Peshmerga Forces in Kirkuk, Iraq.
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Maliki. Maliki’s policies of debaathing the army and 
government created the insurgency movement in Iraq 
by pinning the Shiite and Sunni populations against one 
another. Nearly half a million former Baath members 
became unemployed and found themselves reprised 
by an Iraqi society desperate to rebuild under the 
supervision of the Americans. Debaathing the country 
was seen as the only step forward in building a new 
democratic Iraq as the Baath Party was responsible 
for a significant amount of suffering in Iraq during the 
Saddam Hussein regime. Iraqi’s ex-Defense Minister, 
Ali Allawi claimed that Baathism was seen as a type 
of Nazi ideology that had to be eradicated to move 
forward. However, the policy failed to discredit the 
party and led to the insurgency. Consequently, IS was 
organic to Iraq and was the direct response to the 
Sunni Arab minority population feeling persecuted 
and ostracized. The policies executed under Maliki 
attempted to cleanse the country of its past. However, 
it led to the rise of IS. The counterfactual questions 
attempted to provide further clarity in regards to 
what each factor played in the consolidation of the 
group. The Syrian Civil War, the power vacuum left 
by the US withdrawal, founding figures Abu Musab 
al-Zarqawi and Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, and radica-
lization in prison all played secondary roles. None 
of these factors alone can explain the swift growth 
and strength of the group. However, the sum of all 
these factors ensured the creation of a resilient ter-
rorist group. Today, Iraqi security forces alongside 
US-led coalition forces have seriously decimated the 
militants, but the heart of the ideology remains strong 
amongst the group – for a military defeat does not 
change the underlying conditions that allowed the 
group to thrive in the first place.

Evidently, terrorism in Iraq has been a response to 
a plethora of issues, namely inadequate governance. If 
democratic values, the respect of minorities, and the 
rule of law are not installed and prioritized in Iraq, the 
risks of seeing another militant group consolidate are 
not only probable but certain.To rebuild Iraq post-IS, 
reconciliation and a strong emphasis on civil society 
and unemployment must be made; this is the only 
way to empower the population against terrorism. 
The winners of this battle against IS, namely the 
Iraqi Federal and Elite Forces, the Hashdi-Shabi/
PMU must not embark on the same road of revenge 
seeking. The errors of debaathification must not 
be repeated. The challenges that lie ahead after the 
ostensible demise of IS are manifold. A question 

that will need answering is: will Iraqi sectarianism 
create a successor to IS? If the true causes of IS’ 
success are not identified, they cannot be selectively 
removed by any policy; and unless the causes are 
eliminated, the effects will continue. Although the 
militant group is in decline and the country is free of 
IS – there are already signs of concern with the Iraqi 
Shiite forces, namely the Hashdi-Shabi (also known 
as the Popular Mobilization Unit, PMU). There have 
been documented cases of the PMU seeking revenge 
in Sunni-populated areas.56 Furthermore, Dr. Yusef 
Mohammed Sadiq, Hikmat Karim, Jalal Jawher, 
and Khalid Shwani all maintained that if sectarian 
issues are not resolved, another issue, potentially 
worse than IS, is almost guaranteed to plague Iraq 
after the inevitable demise of IS.

A serious attempt must be made at involving Sun-
nis, Shiites, and Kurds at all levels of government. In 
addition, several regional dynamics and players have 
the capacity to complicate an already very delicate 
situation. For just as the root causes of the Iraq War 
were the result of the inadequate peace terms of the 
Gulf War in 1991, the causes for the war against IS 
lie in the inadequate terms of peace of the Iraq War. 
Tellingly, IS was declared completely defeated in 
March 2019. However, according to the new Pen-
tagon Inspector General Report, IS is “regrouping 
and resurging,”57 highlighting the importance of this 
research. A top Kurdish Intelligence official told the 
BBC that IS is re-organizing and morphing, focusing 
on insurgency rather than land seizures.58 Finally, 
in one of the last messages before being targeted by 
a US airstrike, IS spokesman Abu Muhammad al-
Adnani acknowledged the group’s potential demise 
and stated: “We began in the desert without territory, 
and in the desert, we can revive once again.”59

Fig. 7: A Peshmerga lookout point in Kirkuk 
province. Directly in front was a small vil-
lage with IS presence.
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